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INTRODUCTION
The Staff College has a pool of associate colleagues who are skilled and experienced in
supporting the capacity of local authorities and other organisations, their partnerships and
networks, in improving outcomes for children, young people and families through coaching,
mentoring and sponsorship.
We see coaching sitting within the Mentoring-Coaching -Sponsoring continuum. We also recognise
that organisations and individuals may need a single or combination of all elements to support
conscious reconstruction and solution focussed problem solving. Organisations may need support
to determine the best combination for their organisation and individuals and we always aim to
co-construct, context specific bespoke solutions.
We can offer a broad range of support including, but not exclusively:
Individual and group coaching support;
The development and delivery of coaching skills workshops and programmes;
Delivery of coaching elements as part of leadership development offers and bespoke work;
The development and facilitation of action learning sets;
Support to develop mentoring and reverse mentoring;
Support for sponsorship.
This document seeks to clarify our definitions and approaches to coaching, mentoring and
sponsoring including requirements for our associates to be cognisant of and committed to the
development of cultural competence.
If you are interested in enquiring about commissioning support or working with us, please contact
hello@thestaffcollege.uk

Acknowledgement and Reference - Some parts of this document have been informed by:
Smith, A. (2020) What can coaching do for you and what can mentoring do for you? Henley on Thames: Henley Business School, UK
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DEFINITIONS
Coaching, mentoring and sponsorship, while often confused, are far from the same. Each serves
a different purpose in an individual’s life and career, and their end goal is the same: to support
an individual to achieve their professional and personal goals.

COACHING
A Coach is a person who someone employed to help them attain their goals in life; business, career
or any other capacity for which they have been hired. The most important attribute of any coach is
that they want to help the person or people they are coaching to learn. A good coach does not see
themselves as an expert able to fix all problems and having all the answers. Instead, they see
themselves as supporting the process of learning.
Coaching is a development technique which can be used in a wide variety of ways but is most
commonly used to enhance performance - either at work or for a specific task, such as learning to
drive. John Whitmore, the originator of the GROW model, suggested that coaching is about
encouraging an individual to take more personal responsibility and to become for self-aware. By
making these changes the person could become more choiceful in their decisions.
These ingredients, while helpful, may not precisely clarify the exact nature of coaching. To help, we
have included some popular definitions in Box 1.

Box 1: Popular definitions of coaching
Practical definition
“Coaching is unlocking a person’s potential to maximise their own performance. It is helping them to
learn rather than teaching them.”
Whitmore (1992[1])
Practitioner’s definition
“ICF defines coaching as partnering with clients in a thought-provoking and creative process that
inspires them to maximize their personal and professional potential.”
International Coach Federation (ICF)
[1] Whitmore, J, Coaching for Performance.

1. Whitmore, J, Coaching for Performance.
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DOES COACHING WORK?
A decade ago, it was hard to provide categorical evidence that coaching worked. Many coaches had
seen positive results from their work and coachees were very positive about their experience, but
warm feelings are not evidence. Over the past decade a growing number of research studies have
provided the evidence that coaching works (Jones et al, 2016; Bozer & Jones, 2018[2]).
Evidence from a wide range of studies has confirmed that coaching is a highly effective intervention
that can be useful for a range of common workplace challenges, including:
transition to new role,
knowledge transfer from classroom to work role,
workplace stress,
career choice,
assessment preparation,
strategic decision making/reflection,
goal setting.
However, coaching is not a magic bullet. The outcomes of coaching conversations are dependent on
a range of factors:
The skill of the coach, the willingness of the coachee to engage, the quality of the coach-coachee
relationship, the suitability of the topic being discussed and the organisational or cultural context in
which the coaching is occurring. In short, coaching is a social process, and the outcomes are
moderated by a multitude of external factors.
There are many occasions when
alternative interventions would be better, such as;
when the individual needs to learn a technical skill and training would be a better option,
when the person is seeking to develop their career within an organisation or sector, and
mentoring may be a better choice,
when a manager wishes to address underperformance and feedback and performance
management may be required.

“COACHING HAS HELPED ME BE MUCH MORE MINDFUL
ABOUT PROACTIVELY DEALING WITH STRESS”

2. Bozer, G & Jones, R J (2018) Understanding the factors that determine workplace coaching effectiveness: a systematic literature review. European Journal of Work and
Organizational Psychology,
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TRAINING TO BE A COACH
Training to be a coach involves a
number of interrelated layers:
Developing a deeper self-awareness. Only
when we understand ourselves can we
help others in their own journeys of selfdiscovery. To achieve greater selfknowledge, aspiring coaches need to
reflect: to reflect on themselves, reflect on
the situation, reflect on their relationship
with their coachee and reflect on their
coachee.
Developing a wider understanding of
alternative approaches alongside the tools
and techniques associated with these
frameworks. In this way, coaches can
develop the skills to adapt and flex their
approach to meet the coachee where they
are and their specific issue. It has been
said that ‘when the only tool we have is a
hammer, everything looks like a nail’.
Drawing together their eclectic mix of
approaches to build their own integrated
approach, which they are able to both
describe and deploy in service of their
coachees.

3. See appendix A

WORKING AS A COACH WITH
THE STAFF COLLEGE
The Staff College requires individuals
to have a level of formal qualification to be
deployed as a coach.
The level of qualification is most often
specified by the commissioning organisation or
individual. Qualifications can be gained at
Level 5 and Level 7 [3].
Coaches working with the Staff College are
provided with opportunities for Continuous
Quality Improvement (CQI). While many of the
offers are optional, attending awareness
raising and development sessions on cultural
competence are mandatory.
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MENTORING
Mentoring is a relationship between two people with the goal of professional and personal
development. The "mentor" is usually an experienced individual who shares knowledge, experience,
and advice with a less experienced person, or "mentee." Mentors become trusted advisers and role
models – people who have "been there" and "done that." They support and encourage their mentees
by offering suggestions and knowledge, both general and specific. The goal is to help mentees
improve their skills and, hopefully, advance their careers. A mentoring partnership may be between
two people within the same company, same industry, or same networking organisation.
Put simply a mentor shares his/her experience with a mentee and guides them towards making
decisions which they think will be best. Typically, a mentor has something to offer which can be
helpful to achieve career success. A mentor can help the individual to grow professionally and to
navigate tough decisions. They share tips that are relevant to the individual’s field or area of
expertise which they have found helpful in their own career path. A mentor is someone who can give
advice and support which is specific to a role or organisation.

MENTORS BECOME TRUSTED ADVISERS AND
ROLE MODELS - PEOPLE WHO HAVE "BEEN
THERE" AND "DONE THAT"

“…OFTEN THE BEST MENTORS - THOSE WHO PROVIDE CARING AND
ALTRUISTIC ADVICE AND COUNSELLING - ARE NOT THE HIGHFLIERS WHO
HAVE THE INFLUENCE TO PULL PEOPLE UP THROUGH THE SYSTEM”
IBARRA, CARTER AND SILVA (2010)
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REVERSE/INCLUSIVE MENTORING
An inclusive workplace is one that factors in all people equally. It is a place where progression
opportunities are visible to everyone, where decision making groups are diverse. Role models within
business are important, yet it is hard for minorities to aspire to leadership when they cannot see
anyone that looks like them in those positions, it is also important to support those individuals who
may be ‘the only one’ in some organisations.
It also may be difficult for white leaders to truly understand and recognise the structural, cultural
barriers and discrimination that affect certain employees within the business, when they don't have
direct exposure to their experiences. They do have the power to address these issues within the
organisation. Understanding lived experience in a way that enables white leaders to consider how
their organisation may be discriminating through unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness
and racial stereotyping[4] is key for their development of services to their communities and
addressing the lack of racial diversity in senior leadership positions.
This is where reverse mentoring, also known as inclusive or mutual mentoring, can be highly
effective.
By pairing mentors from under-represented groups with mentees in senior management, they can
effectively share perspectives, learn from each other, and work towards a more inclusive company
culture. Reverse mentoring is also a great way for Black[5] , LGBTQ, disabled, and other underrepresented employees to grow their leadership network in the business, increase their social capital
and open doors which may typically be harder to get through. Reverse mentoring is the opposite
format of traditional mentoring, where the senior leader is mentored by a younger or more junior
employee. The process recognises that there are skills gaps and opportunities to learn on both sides
of a mentoring relationship and flipping the traditional format on its head can be very beneficial for
both parties.
Reverse mentoring also challenges the idea of mentoring being elitist, as it
is not about a senior person taking someone under their wing, but a formal
relationship for the purpose of skill sharing and professional development.
It is important in reverse mentoring to be clear about the
expectations of the relationship and avoid, particularly for white mentees,
the issues of ‘othering’ and tokenism in the relationship. Nonetheless with
these checks and balances reverse mentoring can
be an important catalyst for change.
It is important to ensure these mentoring arrangements are supported by
ground rules and provide psychological safety for those from protected
characteristic groups. Inclusive organisations create the right environment
and foster an openness so that any potential mentor is able to answer yes
to the following questions 1) Can I speak up? 2) Will I be punished or
demeaned for sharing my opinion and 3) Can I be honest about who I am
and my perspective? [6]

“...the tough issues
embedded in diversity,
equity and inclusion can
only be effectively raised
when employees are not
operating in a state of
interpersonal fear of
speaking about their
lived experiences.” Dias
and Altman, 2020.

4. Taken from Sir William Macpherson 1999, Definition of Institutional Racism.
5. Black is used as a political and inclusive definition.
6. Reference: Psychological Safety An Overlooked Secret To Organizational Performance, Joanne Dias, David Altman, Chief Learning Officer Magazine, 2020, chiefofficer.com
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TRAINING TO BE A MENTOR
Crucial to the mentor-mentee relationship is the mentor’s understanding of the mentee’s problems
and their ability to instil trust and confidence in the mentee.
Mentoring training programmes are very similar to coaching programmes and commonly focus on
such methods as active listening, giving positive and relevant feedback, clarifying, summarising and
challenging. Research has found that formal mentoring relationships are not as effective as informal
ones because the latter is supported by ‘personal attraction’ otherwise absent in formal relationships
(Turban and Lee 2007[7]). This is another reason why mentoring training focuses on ‘people skills’.
The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development suggests that mentors should be trained in the
following areas (CIPD, 2008):
a) Introductory training on specific coaching/mentoring models such as GROW or other coaching
process training.
b) How to start and end the mentoring relationship.
c) Coaching skills training, covering:
understanding diversity and power relationships
building rapport (e.g., matching and pacing)
listening skills
formulating questions
how to get beneath the surface
giving feedback
d) Use of self-assessment tools for training purposes.

WORKING AS A MENTOR WITH THE STAFF COLLEGE
The Staff College encourages those working as mentors to have attended training in the skills of
mentoring. The level of training is most often specified by the commissioning organisation or individual.
Mentors working with the Staff College are provided with opportunities for Continuous Quality
Improvement (CQI). While many of the offers are optional, attending awareness raising and dvelopment
sessions on cultural competence are mandatory.
7. Turban, D B & Lee, F K (2007) The role of personality in mentoring relationships: Formation, dynamics, and outcomes. In: B R Ragins & K E Kram (eds), The Handbook of
Mentoring at Work. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, pp21-50
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MENTORING VERSUS COACHING
Mentoring and coaching can be often confused, as both are typically one-to-one conversations and
involve learning. While coaching tends to focus on a short-term relationship between equals,
mentoring is more typically a longer-term relationship in which one of the parties has superior
knowledge, which they are sharing with the other individual through the relationship.
In terms of process, while coaching is almost always about asking great questions, mentoring can
often involve providing helpful answers. In practice, many coaches, and mentors, work along the
‘coaching-mentoring continuum’. They may be both drawing on their skills in coaching while also
providing some mentoring for some individuals. If we are attracted to step into the mentoring role, it
is important to ensure we have contracted with our coachees that this is what they want and that
we do so only at the coachee’s invitation during the session.

COACHING
Level of Formality

Length of Contract

Focus

Sector Knowledge

Training

Focus

MENTORING

More formal: contract or ground rules
set, often involving a third-party
client

Less formal: agreement, most
typically between two parties

Shorter term: typically,between 4 and
12 meetings agreed over 2-12 months

Longer term: typically, unspecified
number of meeetings with
relationships open running over 3-5
years

More performance-focused: typically,
a greater focus on short-term skills
and job performance

More career-focused: a concern with
longer-term career issues, obtaining
the right experience and longer-term

More generalist: typically coaches
have limited sector knowledge

More sector knowledge: typically,
mentors have knowledge of
organisation or business sector

More relationship training typically
coaches have a background in
psychology, psychotherapy or HR

More management training: typically,
mentors have a background in senior
management.

Dual focus: more typically a dual
focus on the needs of the individual
and the needs of the organisation

Single focus: more typically a single
focus on the needs of the individual
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SPONSORSHIP
A Sponsor is a senior leader or similar who uses strong influence to help the protégé obtain highvisibility assignments, promotions, or jobs. The protégé will be held accountable for delivering highlevel results. Sponsors can provide access to networks, for example, expanding the social capital for
under-represented groups.
A sponsor is someone with power who knows the individual and their potential, who advocates for
their success on the corporate or organisational ladder, and who helps remove obstacles to
progress. Sponsors can provide the tips for succeeding that may not have been shared with their
protégé before. A sponsor is someone who is willing to champion the individual’s progress. A sponsor
is someone who has enough clout to make a difference in decisions others make about the
individual’s progress. Ultimately a sponsor believes in the person’s skills and abilities as a way of
seeking social justice for that individual. The role of a sponsor is to support equality and equity and
should not be seen as ‘side stepping’ effective transparency and fairness approaches by promoting
those they sponsor without secure justification.
A clear understanding of the role and purpose of sponsorship - as distinct from other supportive
relationships - is critical when setting career development objectives. Sponsorship is focused on
advancement and predicated on power. It involves active support by someone appropriately placed
in the organization who has significant influence on decision-making processes or structures and who
is advocating for, protecting, and fighting for the career advancement of an individual.
The benefits of sponsorship have long since been understood and realised by (white) men, but much
less so by woman workers and employees from minority communities.

“SPONSORSHIP IS THE LAUNCHING FACTOR FOR AN
EMPLOYEE ANTICIPATING CAREER DEVELOPMENT [8]

8. Helms, 2016
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SPONSORSHIP VERSUS MENTORING
Sponsorship is not the same as mentorship. Confusion about the purpose of and the lack of access to
sponsorship has disproportionately worked against minority groups. The activity of a senior
individual championing a more junior one is nothing new. The term mentor, a noun of Greek origin
and meaning “wise counsellor”, can be traced back to the seventeenth century; the verb to sponsor,
which means “to promise solemnly”, is said to originate from the nineteenth century. Within the
context of contemporary career development, “sponsor”, “mentor” and “coach” are often used
interchangeably (it has been argued, for example, that sponsorship is a special form of mentorship,
but these early definitions suggest an important difference, albeit a subtle one). All things being
equal, sponsorship – not mentorship – provides the visibility, access to power and professional risk
cover required to place high potential leaders on the fast track to career progression: this is what
has been referred to as the “sponsor effect”. That is not to say that mentors do not play an
important role in supporting high potential individuals. However, mentors mainly focus of the
personal development of their mentees, whereas sponsors focus squarely on career advancement of
their protégés. Within mentoring, chemistry is the key relationship variable; for sponsorship, position
power is primary. Even when men and women participate in so-called mentoring schemes, research
shows the male experience is one more akin to sponsorship. More importantly, sponsorship, unlike
mentorship, is a two-way relationship: protégés are not passive bystanders waiting for choice
assignments to be handed to them on a plate. In return for a sponsor legitimately using his or her
social and political capital to provide significant career advancement opportunities, a protégé (with
the prerequisite track record for delivering results) provides value-added currency in the form of
complimentary technical skills, cultural insight, access to new/wider networks, useful intelligence
from lower down in the organisation and personal leadership capabilities, all of which can be
utilised to support the sponsor’s interests.
In essence, sponsors must:
believe in the potential of their protégés and be prepared to ‘go to bat’ for them;
have a voice at the table where they are willing to champion their protégés;
shield their protégés from harm or undue criticism, thus enabling them to be less risk averse.
Without sponsorship, aspiring leaders are less aware of what is takes to succeed over and above
technical competence; they are less likely to take on the riskier assignments that turbocharge their
careers. In short, the right sponsorship relationship can be a career gamechanger.
Mentors

Sponsors

Skill you up

Move you up

Talk with you

Talk about you

Buff up your confidence

Buffer you against risk

Focus is on development

Focus is on leverage

Nurture you

Advocate for you
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CULTURAL COMPETENCE
Following on from the Think Piece 'Leadership imbalance: Black and Asian leaders missing in action',
our work on Cultural Competence [9] suggests that there exists a uniting concept, that when
effectively applied, can become a powerful tool for whole organisational and individual change,
potentially creating the context for increased equity in the workplace and ultimately leading to
improved service provision for diverse communities.
Underpinned by the concept of Cultural Competence, organisations can create the conditions to
receive and support more Black leaders, helping Black staff and leaders to survive and thrive within
their roles and address the barriers that sadly still exist for Black staff in achieving primary
leadership roles.
Studies [10] have shown a number of things, including reluctance by white coaches to offer Black
coachees a balance of constructive feedback due perhaps to discomfort in managing cross racial
dynamics, the danger there is that constructive feedback with positive aspiration means Black
coachees are not given the same feedback on improvement as their white counterparts.
The Staff College:
Has high expectations of those working as coaches, mentors and/or sponsors around clear
understanding of the dynamics of inequality within the coaching/mentoring relationship.
Is committed to ensuring that its coaches/mentors are capable and confident in coaching a
diverse group.
Is committed to ensuring that it coaching/mentoring pool is well placed to respond to requests
for coaches/mentors who represent the diversity of the population including, disability, race,
religion, gender and sexual orientation.
Requires those working as coaches, mentors and sponsors to examine their own beliefs as a first
step in implementing a culturally competent approach.
See Appendix B for a useful glossary of terms.

…ORGANISATIONS CAN CREATE THE CONDITIONS TO
RECEIVE AND SUPPORT MORE BLACK LEADERS, HELPING
BLACK STAFF AND LEADERS TO SURVIVE AND THRIVE
WITHIN THEIR ROLES AND ADDRESS THE BARRIERS THAT
SADLY STILL EXIST [11]
[9] The Staff College | CULTURAL COMPETENCE. PROMOTING LEADERSHIP & ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE – Includes Toolkit
[10] Croft & Schmader, 2012
11) The Staff College | CULTURAL COMPETENCE. PROMOTING LEADERSHIP & ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE – Includes Toolkit
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APPENDIX A

Who are these
qualifications for?

Benefits for
Individual

Benefits for
Employers

Level 5 Certificate and Diploma in
Effective Coaching and Mentoring [10]

Level 5 Certificate and Diploma in Effective
Coaching and Mentoring [11]

These qualifications are for managers and
those with significant responsibility for
effective coaching and mentoring as part
of their daily role within an organisational
context. They are also ideal for individuals
who wish to move into a development
role or start a career as a freelance coach
or mentor.

These qualifications are designed for senior
managers or Human Resources (HR)/Organisation
Development (OD) professionals who wish to
develop their expertise and credibility in the
fields of Executive or Senior level coaching and
mentoring, or to establish coaching at an
organisational level. They are also ideal for
professional coaches and mentors seeking to
enhance and accredit their experience with a
nationally recognised qualification.

Be able to assess your own skills,
knowledge and behaviours as a coach
and mentor.
Know how to manage the coaching or
mentoring process within an
organisational context.
Deepen your understanding of how
organisational context can affect
coaching or mentoring.
Plan, deliver and review your coaching
and mentoring.
Plan your future development in
coaching or mentoring
Ensure the individuals you develop as
effective coaches and mentors are
equipped with the skills, knowledge
and understanding they require.
Develop a coaching and mentoring
culture so that individuals can improve
their performance and organisational
productivity

[11] Source Institute of Leadership and Management

Understand the strategic purposes of
coaching and mentoring at an executive or
senior level.
Analyse the knowledge, skills, behaviours
and practices necessary for effective coaching
or mentoring at an executive or senior level.
Plan, deliver and review own effective
coaching or mentoring at an executive or
senior level.
Learn why reflective learning is important for
own professional practice.
Be able to plan own future professional
development activities as a coach or mentor
operating at an executive or senior level
Implement coaching in complex working
environments or at an executive or senior
level in your organisation.
Ensure your organisation’s coaches and
mentors are properly equipped with the
skills, knowledge and understanding they
need.
Create a coaching and mentoring culture in
which senior managers and leaders
demonstrate their commitment to supporting
their own and others’ development and
performance improvement.
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY OF USEFUL TERMS
Ally, Allyship,
Opitcal Allyship

Ally in this context would be someone who stands up, stands with and actively supports
those experiencing discrimination even though they do not belong to that group. This can be
called Allyship. It can also be called Optical Allyship when being an ally is a visual illusion to
show others you are seeking to address inequality but without the active work needed to tackle
or change it.

Ableism

Unfair treatment of people who have been socially constructed as unable to do things that
others can.

Anti-Racism

Recognising and actively challenging discrimination and inequality of outcomes, based on
the colour of a person’s skin or their identification as such. It includes proactively seeking to
improve laws, policies, attitudes, behaviours and processes to improve racial equality.

Anti-Discrimination

Recognising and actively challenging discrimination and inequality because they as an
individual or group are treated differently to others.

Anti-Semitism

Hostility/Hatred and discrimination against Jewish people and their culture.

Belonging

A sense of fitting in or feeling like you are an important member of a group having social
recognition of membership. (See also othering).

Black

A political and inclusive definition of anyone who experiences racism based on the colour of
their skin or Black heritage.

Black Perspective

A black perspective recognises the collective capacity of black people to define, develop and
advance their own political, economic, social, cultural and educational interests. ‘Black’
provides a historical and cultural context, whilst ‘perspective’ supplies the unique analysis and
consciousness-raising tool for action. A black perspective equips black people to continue the
fight for self-emancipation and create a body of knowledge, develop strategies that contribute
to their intellectual freedom and political liberation.

Blackface

A non-Black person wearing makeup or clothing to imitate a Black person.

BAME

Black Asian Minority Ethnic terminology is mainly used by the Government and the term is
shorted to BAME. There are criticisms about the use of BAME, Black and Asian people are in a
global majority not a minority. In addition, the term ethnic applies to culture and all of us
come from different cultural backgrounds.

BME

Black Minority Ethnic – another term used to describe particular groups.
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY OF USEFUL TERMS
Brown

Some people choose to call themselves brown, that can be for a number of reasons; this may
include a belief that the term Black only refers to African for example African American, some
cultures still have unresolved historical issues relating to a ‘caste’ system, others have simply
decided to use the term Black and Brown.

Cancel Culture

A social climate in which a person or organisation is criticised in response to an alleged
wrongdoing.

Colonialism and
Imperialism

The practice by which a powerful country directly controls less powerful countries and uses
their resources to increase its own power and wealth. A situation in which one country has a lot
of power or influence over others, especially in political and economic matters for their sole
gain.

Colour Blind

Belief that by treating people the same, inequality will not exist. This leads to practices,
systems, or organisations not meeting the specific needs of different communities and/or
perpetuating current structural advantage of those in positions of power.

Covering

Sociologist Erving Goffman coined the term to describe the behaviours of certain stigmatised
groups who sometimes feel the need to disguise or hide that which may be used to oppress
them.

Cultural
Appropriation

The act of taking or using things from a culture that is not your own, without showing that you
understand or respect this culture and any power dynamics of doing so.

Cultural
Competence

Terry L. Cross et al definition; ‘a set of congruent behaviours, attitudes and policies that come
together in a system, agency or among professional that enables effective work in crosscultural situations’

Ethnicity

SAGE definition ‘is a multi-dimensional concept which includes culture, language, religion,
migrant status and physical appearance (race).

Diversity Climate

Refers to an organisational climate that is characterised by openness towards and appreciation
of individual differences, and the added value that culturally diverse teams can make to
outcomes

Diaspora

People who come from a particular nation, or whose ancestors came from it (willingly or
unwillingly), who now live in many different parts of the world.
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY OF USEFUL TERMS
Gaslighting

Gaslighting someone aims to make the victim doubt themselves and weaken them. It allows
behaviour that seeks to undermine individuals and often involves ‘re-framing’ where any
positive attribute can be turned into a negative one. It can also be taking credit for someone
else’s ideas or taking something, they have said and using it as if they created it.
The phrase Gaslighting was taken from a 1930’s American play called ‘Gaslight’ it was about a
husband who trying to convince his wife and others that she was losing her mind.
In the context of this article, Jodi-Ann Burey (see resources) identifies the stages that white
people, who gaslight Black people, often go through when challenged: DARVO: they Deny,
Attack, and seek to Reverse the Victim with the Offender.

Gender Binary/
Gender neutral

The traditional system of regarding gender as having only two options: men (with all the
traditional notions of masculinity) and women (with all the traditional notions of femininity).

Global Majority
Leaders

Coined by Rosemary Campbell-Stephens MBE is a collective term that first and foremost
speaks to and encourages those so-called, to think of themselves as belonging to the majority
on planet earth. It refers to people who are Black, African, Asian, Brown, dual-heritage,
indigenous to the global south, and or, have been racialised as 'ethnic minorities'.

Homophobia

Dislike, hatred or fear of people whose emotional and/ or physical attraction is toward people
of the same ‘gender’ as themselves.

Homogenous

Homogenous Is used to describe a group or a thing which has members or parts that are all the
same. In this context it is important to recognise that while people may choose to adopt the
term Black, all the people in that group are not the same, in their views, experiences or
reactions. Like white people, Black people can and do disagree about many things.

Identity Politics

Tendency for people of a particular background form political alliances for themselves.

Intersectionality

Term defined by Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989 to consider how race, class, gender and other
individual characteristics ‘intersect’ with one another and overlap.

Islamophobia

Hostility/Hatred and discrimination against Muslim people and their culture

LGBT

Acronym for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender

LGBTi

Acronym for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex

LGBTQi+

Acronym for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer/Questioning Adding a + to any of the
above is a denotation of everything that letters and words cannot yet describe.
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY OF USEFUL TERMS
Othering

Othering Is a racist process in which Black individuals or groups are defined and labelled as not
fitting in within the norms of a social group. It is an effect that influences how people perceive
and treat those who are viewed as being part of the ‘in-group’ versus those who are seen as
being part of the ‘out-group’.
Othering can be thought of as an antonym of belonging. Where belonging implies acceptance
and inclusion of all people, othering suggests intolerance and exclusion. Othering also involves
attributing negative characteristics to people or groups that differentiate them from the
perceived normative social group.

Privilege Checking

Exploring and acknowledging one’s own privilege which may give you advantages that others,
due to discrimination or exclusion, to not have.

Protected
Characteristics

The Equality Act 2010 protects people from being treated
less favourably because they have a protected characteristic. These are:
1.age
2.disability
3.gender reassignment
4.marriage and civil partnership
5.pregnancy and maternity
6.race (including ethnic or national origins, colour and nationality)
7.religion or belief (including lack of belief)
8.sex
9.sexual orientation

Positive Action

Positive action applies to all these protected characteristics. Positive action provisions mean
that it is not unlawful discrimination to take special measures aimed at alleviating
disadvantage or under-representation experienced by those with any of these characteristics.

Reverse Mentoring

Reverse Mentoring (more helpfully known as mutual or inclusive mentoring) is a process where
Black, LGBTQI+, disabled, and under-represented employees can grow their leadership
network, increase their social capital and open doors which may typically be harder to get
through. Reverse mentoring can occur with a senior leader who is mentored by a less senior
person. The process recognises that there are skills gaps and opportunities to learn on both
sides of a mentoring relationship and flipping the traditional format on its head can be very
beneficial for both parties. It is critical that reverse mentoring for those who experience
discrimination avoids tokenism and solicits actions by the senior leader to avoid
disenfranchising those with whom they have had a reverse mentoring experience.

Sectarianism

Conflict resulting from differing religious and/or political views.
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY OF USEFUL TERMS
Sponsor

A sponsor in the context of Black staff is someone with power who for reasons of social justice
wants to harness their potential, advocates for their success, helps remove obstacles to
progress, increasing individual social capital, shares tips for succeeding and champions an
individual’s progress. In the same way as allyship, there is a potential for this to be optical
sponsoring.

Tokenism

Actions that in essence pretend to give advantages to those experiencing discrimination but it
can be done just for effect without making any real changes to dismantle the impact of
discrimination.

Virtue Signalling

An attempt to demonstrate to other people one’s own enlightened views on a topic. This can be
genuine or optical.

White Privilege

Describes the inherent advantages possessed by a white person, which can perpetuate racial
inequality and injustice. Peggy McIntosh describes ‘I was taught to see racism only in the
individual acts of meanness, not in invisible systems conferring dominance on my group’

White Supremacy

Is an inherently racist ideological belief that white people are superior to anyone else and
should therefore be in charge and in control. White supremacists usually assert that there are
two races, of which theirs is superior, despite there being only one race, the human race.

Woke, Wokedom

A term designed to distract from the material issues of racism by dismissing ideas to address
inequality, as woke, in the way ‘political correctness’ was used in the past to disparage issues.
The term ‘woke’ comes from awake and Martin Luther King Jnr, referenced ‘remaining awake
through a great revolution’ crediting the quotation to John Donne, English writer, poet and
Anglican cleric John Donne (1572-1631)

